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CALE’S NOTES
MARCH ’09 RETURNS

The Tarpon Fund was up 9.4% in
March compared to an increase
of 8.5% in the S&P 500.

TOTAL RETURNS
Since launch in Nov. ’08, the
Tarpon Fund is up 13.4% versus a
decline of 1.0% in the S&P 500.

PASS THE WORD

If you know someone looking for
a new place to invest long-term,
please consider sending them our
way. We’re always looking for
savvy, patient investors.

CHANGES ON THE WAY
We’ll soon be launching a new
website, newsletter and blog.

QUOTE OF THE MONTH
“The academics have done a
terrible disservice to intelligent
investors by glorifying the idea of
diversification. Because I just
think the whole concept is
literally almost insane. It
emphasizes feeling good about
not having your investment
results depart very much from
average investment results. But
why would you get on a
bandwagon like that if somebody
didn’t make you with a whip and
a gun?” - Charlie Munger

Say hello to some new businesses

Finding the Upside in Volatility
March was a good month for us. The
Tarpon Fund was up 9.4% during the
month, compared to an 8.5% increase in
the S&P 500. Since inception, the fund has
returned 13.4% total and is outperforming
the S&P 500 by 14.4%.
I made some significant changes to
our holdings this month. The best cheap
companies we owned were no longer the
best nor the cheapest during the market
free-fall in early March. So, I took
advantage of some new opportunities and
eliminated some potential ugly surprises.
In March, I sold eBay, CME Group,
Amdocs and American Express, and bought
CarMax, Contango Oil & Gas and
Paychex. I also trimmed a little of our
Cogent position, which had doubled since
November, and reallocated that gain with
some cash from accumulated dividends by
averaging down in some other current
holdings. Whew. As you might guess, much
more effort goes into these decisions than
the casual list above might indicate.
Rest assured the tax impact of the
changes I made was minimized for each of
us due to the tax lot control Folio provides.
We each paid next to nothing in
commissions, too, thanks to Folio. I should
do a commercial.
eBay and Amdocs are still great, cheap
businesses, but the opportunity cost of
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keeping our money in both became too high
once Contango and Paychex hit multi-year
lows. I sold CME Group due to a jump in
the probability that new regulations
separating CME from its clearinghouse
and/or a new competitor (the Electronic
Liquidity Exchange) could seriously impair
the company’s intrinsic value.
American Express was by far the
hardest to sell. In the end, though, I lacked
the ability to confidently put a value on
AmEx once cardholder default rates
exceeded 10%. Not because of the math,
mind you, but the possible consequences.
Double digit credit card defaults
became a distinct possibility in March due
to the passage of a bankruptcy cramdown
bill in the House. The new bill would wipe
out all credit card debt for people in
bankruptcy. It’s not the ensuing write-offs at
AmEx that most concern me, though. If the
returns on AmEx’s securitized receivables
drop far enough (due to cardholder
defaults), investors in those securities can ask
for more cash from AmEx, or, in extreme
cases, demand their money back. That
would mean a liquidity crunch that I don’t
want us anywhere near. Lobbyists for the
card companies could still derail parts of
the bill, but I don’t want any part of our
wealth in their hands. So, we’re leaving
home without American Express.
Volatility is like a tourist in
the Keys - both may drive you
Returns since inception
nuts, but you really should learn
Nov. '08
to like ‘em. I hope to be done
with trades for a long time now.
Activity and investing don’t
Tarpon Fund
usually go well together, but I do
S&P 500
feel we upgraded our already
strong holdings with as little
frictional cost as possible.
-1.0%
So, time to sit still again.
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THIS MONTH’S SIGN THE LUNATICS ARE RUNNING THE ASYLUM
REGULATORS POISED TO ALLOW CONFLICTED 401(K) ADVICE
This January, the Department of Labor passed a rule that allows financial advisers affiliated with mutual funds and
brokerage firms to give investment advice to 401(k) account holders. On March 24, the House held a little-noticed
hearing to review that rule. Unless reversed, the rule is going to take affect on May 22.
This rule is a bad idea on many levels. Most notably, it contradicts the full body of existing law that currently regulates
employee benefit plans. The law does not allow affiliated brokers to give advice to 401(k) investors precisely because
the potential conflicts are so obvious - except, it seems, to some folks in D.C.
If the goal is to encourage 401(k) investors to pay higher fees and rely on advisers who are incentivized in a way that
has historically conflicted with the interests of their investors, then this rule is a glorious coup for lobbyists of the same
Wall Street firms that got us into this current mess. But by any other measure, it’s a rebuke to every investor who has
seen their retirement plans derailed lately. It’s also a window into how close Wall Street and D.C. have become.
Don’t let the rhetoric fool you. This issue is bigger than politics. When it comes to retirement - and in spite of this
current economic mess - very few people seem to be truly looking out for investors. Stay alert.
Value Investing 101

The Most Important
Three Words in
Investing
“Margin of safety.” So said
Benjamin Graham in The Intelligent
Investor, the book his most famous student
Warren Buffett cited as the best book on
investing ever written. Here’s the full
quote: “Confronted with the challenge to
distill the secret of sound investment into
three words, we venture the motto,
margin of safety.”
Before we get into the margin of
safety concept, let’s pause to note a few
popular three-word phrases that Graham
would probably have acknowledged as
being utterly useless when investing:
“The next Microsoft.”
“Visionary management team.”
“Analysts love it.”
“Truly disruptive technology.”
“Watching CNBC daily.”
Were I similarly challenged to
further distill investing’s most important
phrase into a single word, I would reply
thusly:
Abigdoggonediscount.
As mentioned in the first letter to
investors, the idea of buying shares only
when they are trading at a big dog-gone

discount to their intrinsic value either
makes immediate sense to you, or it
doesn’t. Candidly, I’m not sure why
everyone doesn’t invest this way, but if
they did I suppose I’d be out of a job.
I believe a 50% discount from a
company’s true value is enough of a
margin of safety to compensate us for the
risks we inherit when we buy those
shares. It also justifies allocating a
significant portion of the portfolio to that
company.
I rely on a margin of safety for
several reasons. Valuations can be
imprecise, and the future is inherently
unpredictable. A margin of safety is a
shock absorber for share prices due to
either miscalculation or unforeseeable
events. An overvalued security will almost
always react more violently to a negative
surprise than an undervalued one.
A margin of safety also provides
some protection from bad timing. As a
value investor, I’ll buy companies that are
temporarily out of favor. It’s impossible to
be certain when shares have bottomed,
though, and there is a real risk of buying
shares too early. (A morbid analogy
traders use is “catching a falling knife”). A
margin of safety offers some protection
from, as one portfolio manager called it,
“premature accumulation.”

The companies we own in the
Tarpon Fund will have a combination of
characteristics; (1) attractive owners’
earnings, (2) a sustainable competitive
advantage, (3) high odds of large gains,
and (4) a margin of safety. We’re
fortunate in that all our current
companies meet all four criteria, but
there may be times over the coming years
that we own companies meeting only
two. (I’ll discuss special situations
investing down the road a bit more). The
one element every investment will
unequivocally have, however, is a margin
of safety. It’s that important.

From the source

Ben Graham: “We say that to have a
true investment there must be present a
true margin of safety. And a true margin
of safety is one that can be demonstrated
by figures, by persuasive reasoning, and
by reference to a body of actual
experience."
Warren Buffett: “We insist on a
margin of safety in our purchase price. If
we calculate the value of a common stock
to be only slightly higher than its price,
we’re not interested in buying. We believe
this margin-of-safety principle, so strongly
emphasized by Ben Graham, to be the
cornerstone of investment success.”
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Get to Know Your Company

Boring but Beautiful
One of the newest additions to the
Tarpon Fund, Paychex is the top provider
of payroll, human resource and employee
benefits outsourcing for small and
medium-sized businesses. Services the
company provides include payroll
processing, tax administration, health
insurance and workers comp. Paychex
also administers one in every ten 401(k)
plans in the U.S.
Now don’t go narcoleptic on me.
Paychex is an amazing business, and it’s
already making us 5.4% a year through
the dividend we locked in. The company
has over 570,000 clients and generates
over $2 billion a year in sales. Customer
renewal rates are 80% every year, and the
main reason those remaining 20% cancel
is because they go out of business.
Customers stay with Paychex because its
just plain hard to switch, and that has
created a huge moat around the
company.
By know you’re probably asking
yourself, Why in the world would we
want to own an employment-related
business when the unemployment rate is
at a 26-year high? Good question. Here’s
where it gets exciting.

Why is This a Great
Business?
Paychex is a wonderfully simple
business. 70% of its revenues come from
payroll processing. That means its
customers send in payroll data and
Paychex makes sure the right amount
shows up in employees’ bank accounts.
Wait two weeks, repeat. Yes, its more
boring than watching manatees eat
lettuce, but consider that Paychex has
recorded 18 consecutive years of record
revenue and profits. The company has
had almost two decades of completely
uninterrupted growth - and despite the
current economy, it’s headed for year 19.
Paychex is stunningly profitable. On
a dollar-for-dollar basis, it’s more
profitable than Google. (Net margins of
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26% for Paychex versus 19% for Google).
The firm needs minimal capital to run its
operations, and when combined with the
“stickiness” of its customer base, the
company has produced average returns
on invested capital of over 70% for the
past 10 years. I cannot tell you how
warm and fuzzy that makes me feel.
The Paychex business model is also
easily scalable, so the company can add
new customers while incurring in many
cases no costs whatsoever. Combine
those economics with zero debt,
management that owns a significant stake
in the company, a huge moat, room to
expand and a history of strong growth,
and you can see why Paychex has long
been valued richly by the stock market.
We own it now because it finally got
cheap enough. The effects of that high
unemployment number are more than
priced into the shares.

Why is it Cheap?
Fewer checks processed due to high
unemployment, fear over an increase in
small business bankruptcies and closures,
uncertainty about what the recently
passed stimulus plan means for the
company’s small business customers, and
the apparent end of the world the market
was waiting for in early March.

Is it Cheap for
Temporary Reasons?
Yes. Unemployment will decline
eventually as fear and uncertainty
diminish, too. Paychex also has
considerable pricing power, typically
raising prices 4% a year. Even if it only
increased its customer base by 3% a year,
the company would still see revenues
increase 7% a year. Because it costs very
little to find and service new customers,
the company’s profits grow faster than
sales. So, despite the economic
headwinds, Paychex can likely still
increase profits around 10% a year for a
long time to come.
Also important to note is the limited
downside going forward - even though
unemployment rates may increase.

Paychex has on its books a large amount
of investable cash, or “float,” due to the
lag between when the firm receives and
pays payroll on behalf of its clients.
During the lag, the company
conservatively invests and earns interest
on those funds. Currently, interest rates
on the high-grade, fixed income
investments in the float are quite close to
zero percent. Once the economy
emerges from this recession, growth in
payroll services will resume, and interest
rates will rise, too. Although revenue from
float is not a huge portion of the business,
Paychex’s profits should nonetheless
resume higher growth due to multiple
levers in the business.

What is it Worth?
Paychex is relatively easy to value
based on its cash flows, which put the
intrinsic value of the company at close to
$45 per share. While I don’t run the
Tarpon Fund to maximize our income, I
trust you won’t mind earning that 5.4%
dividend, either, while we wait for the
market to come to its senses.
Paychex’s dividend is anything but
ordinary and could further increase the
company’s value to us. It’s extremely rare
for a growth company like Paychex to pay
a dividend at all. I am unable to find
another company whose dividend growth
has averaged nearly 35 percent annually
for almost twenty years.
Paychex’s dividend has grown so
quickly that by 2000, dividends paid on
shares bought in 1988 were equal to
those shares’ original cost. By the end of
2006, Paychex’s annual dividend rate of
$0.84 exceeded the stock’s split-adjusted
price 18 years earlier. We should be so
lucky.
To be clear, I wasn’t attracted to
Paychex because of the dividend. It’s a
wonderful, temporarily underappreciated business trading at a
valuation that was just silly. But that
dividend does underscore why I’m so
pleased to have Paychex in our portfolios.
Never mind Chinese solar
stocks. Cheers to boring businesses!
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Q&A
What are some good articles you’ve
read that explain this mess in layman’s
terms?
What the (blank) are those (blankety
blank buh blank blanks) at AIG
thinking?

What do you think about company ___
or the ___ mutual fund?

Is the worst over? I somehow feel this is
more a bear market rally which may
fizzle out.

How’s this new bank rescue plan
supposed to work?

What exactly do you do all day?
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Ask The Geek In The Keys
Here’s where I’d start: How We Were Ruined and What We Can Do by Jeff
Madrick. Then The End of the Financial World as We Know It by Michael Lewis and
David Einhorn. Finally, this video - The Crisis of Credit, Visualized. While not in the
same league, folks also seemed to like this 10-pager I wrote last fall, for what it’s worth.
Hard to say. But let’s leave aside the absurdity of those bonuses and the populist
rage for a minute. The testimony of CEO Edward Liddy on Capitol Hill was, dare I
say, an act of true public service - a real rarity on Wall Street. His appearance certainly
wasn’t voluntary, but don’t forget Liddy signed on as CEO of AIG at the request of the
federal government as a public servant, earning $1 per year in salary, and he’s received
death threats against his staff and family because of it. In spite of it all, he soldiers on. I
have a visceral skepticism of all things Wall Street, but Edward Liddy is one of the
good guys, especially these days. Watch him. The ultimate irony of this AIG mess was
that Liddy didn’t deserve a public flogging...he deserved a bonus.
Afraid I can’t be much help there. Not because I’m a snob, but because I’m a
fiduciary, or more specifically, a registered investment adviser regulated by the State of
Florida. I can’t give out stock advice anymore than a doctor can tell you how to fix your
own hernia. To answer your question means I would owe you a fiduciary duty, and I
would need to do some significant due diligence prior to answering. Plus, giving advice
that’s too limited in scope increases the chance of our firm being sued, and that would
definitely give me hives. So, my apologies. For unbiased research on stocks and mutual
funds, though, you might want to try Morningstar.
I think we probably saw the bottom of this market in early March, based on just
the level of fear and despair at the time. Course, doesn’t take a genius to make that call
now. The Fed also changed the game at least a little bit when they announced they’d
start buying Treasury bonds directly. That said, I’m not a good forecaster, and neither
are most commentators. We just buy great companies whenever they get cheap.
The basic idea is that if the big banks can sell off their bad assets, they can
function again. The banks know this but can’t find any buyers. The government is
bringing buyers to the table by sweetening the deal. In one part of the program, big
investors can buy toxic assets “legacy loans” with some of their own money and a lot
more of the government’s. In the other part, a handful of really big funds will be
allowed to buy “legacy securities” - big bundles of repackaged loans - by putting up
$500M each. The government will match that with $1 billion more through a special
fund that has been closed to private firms until now. Some of that $1B would be nonrecourse, meaning the funds are protected if they default. The funds get to cheaply buy
just the best assets with borrowed money and no risk of imploding. So, they stand to
make an absolute killing. Thus, Wall Street likes the plan. However, the plan still might
not save the banks, which will be left with the assets the funds don’t want. And if the
banks ultimately fail while the managers of those big funds clean up...well, start selling
pitchforks to the mob, cuz those AIG bonuses will look like change in the sofa cushions.
Depends what day/week/month you ask. My priorities are our portfolios and our
investors, and in months like March I am 80% stock geek, 10% customer service rep,
7% paper pusher and 3% business owner. Making a portfolio change is far more
intense than daily monitoring, though, so assuming no changes in April, I’ll return to
some delayed projects that ought to mark our transition out of start-up mode. In
general, I read pretty voraciously, both about the companies we all own and others we
might one day buy shares in. And there’s nothing else I’d rather be doing.
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More about the Tarpon Fund

Our Hub and Spoke Model
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DISCLAIMER: The historical performance data contained represent performance results as
reported by the funds listed. The performance results are for illustration purposes only.
Historical results are not indicative of future performance. Positive returns are not guaranteed.
Individual results will vary depending on market conditions and investing may cause capital loss.
The S&P 500, used for comparison purposes, is significantly less volatile than the holdings of the
funds listed. The performance data is “net of all fees” reflecting the deduction of advisory fees,
brokerage commissions and any other client paid expenses. The performance data includes the
reinvestment of capital gains. The publication of this performance data is in no way a solicitation
or offer to sell securities or investment advisory services.

Calculations
Performance returns are
based on a real portfolio
of $12,000, the minimum
required to invest. I have
invested a significantly
larger amount in the fund
outside of this tracking
portfolio. Returns
mentioned in this letter
are presented on a pretax, non-annualized basis,
net of all fees and
transaction costs. Returns
are computed using a
simple holding period
return. formula.
return
Your returns
Your may
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mayorbeless
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than or
whatthan
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what is in this
letter. Pastinperformance
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this letter.
is no guarantee
Please
see the full
of future
results. Butatyou
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